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Abstract 

The motive of this thesis is the desire to facilitate Information Retrieval 

Technology based on user profile and context, by using approaches and operators 

used in the field of Information Retrieval technology. 

 This thesis presents the design and implementation of a knowledge-based 

system for text retrieval. The system based on specific knowledge in the field of 

search technique and access to all information on the World Wide Web (www). The 

specific knowledge in this system as its knowledge base lead to the possibility of 

achieving the linking process between the searching texts entered by the user into the 

system and his interest areas together with the key words. The system consists of five 

parts; these are user interface, knowledge-base, inference engine, user profile as a 

database, and the search engine. 

The proposed approaches for retrieving information from the World Wide 

Web through the most popular search engines GOOGLE and YAHOO, the proposed 

approaches work to retrieve information by creating a database that represents the 

user profile which contains a set of keywords to represent user areas interest, connects 

these keywords with search keyword or keywords in the search text box by using an 

appropriate Boolean operator. That is lead to generate context to help search engines 

to retrieve useful information from the World Wide Web. 

The methodology used in this thesis is analytical and empirical methodology, 

analytical because it based on litterateur scurvies deal with IR technology and depend 

statistical studies on non-random sampling from society interested with this topic. 
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This study empirical study because need to implement an application to achieve the 

proposed approach 

Usually when there are many key words for searching about particular 

information the search technique will be slow since there are many relationships 

between each key word with the other two concepts which are user prior knowledge 

and user profile. 

 The proposed system, to implement this proposed approach, is a windows 

application uses Visual BASIC.NET 2010, to design user interface, In addition to the 

use of SQL Server 2008 software to build a database store each user profile. 

The proposed system can be as a facility available in the search engines in 

order to help naive users. The proposed method facilitates the user for retrieving 

information just within their areas of interest, reducing the number of sites that appear 

to the user on web browser and reducing the number of keywords entered by the user 

in the search text box. 

Keywords : Boolean Operators, Context, Information Retrieval Technology, 

Knowledge Based System, Knowledge Representation, Search Engine, Searching 

Techniques, User Profile, Web Information Retrieval, World Wide Web. 
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   (�)%	 �� �� ا�����ع ا����+م�ت ب���3��د ��� م�2 	�1+�+���آ�ن دا�. ه�- ا������ ه+ ا��*

ار��ع   	�1+�+���، وذ�; م: خ8ل ا��$#ام �7ق و�����ت م%�$#م� �� م�6ل و���ق ا�� ا��%�$#م

 .ا����+م�ت

��� و	���� ���م 	 @A��ی&#م ه�ا ا������م ی&+م ��� م���� .  ��� ا������ �����3ع ا�� م

��1 ���+م�تمA#دة �� م�6ل 	&��� ا��A@ وا�+ص+ل إ�� ���. ا�F ��� G����3ه�ا ا������ ا�. ا ��A#دة �

�ا����م� (H��	   ب�: ا�� Iا��ب ����� J�&A	 ����1إم Kادخ�� �	ا��ي  ��) ا��%�$#م �M :ت ه���موا ا����م م�

 ه� وا�(� ا��%�$#م، ءی�1+ن ا����م م: خ�%� أ�Pا.  ا���O%��ا��1��تب�����N ا�� م6�+�� م:  ا��%�$#م

@A�  .��M#ة ا������، م�Aك ا��3#3ل، م�2 ا��%�$#م آ&��#ة ب����ت، وم�Aك ا�

��1 ا������� م:ان ا��Uی&� ا��&��ح� 	%�$#مV�����3ع ا����+م�ت م: ا�  @A� خ8ل م�Aآ�ت ا�

�ی&� ا��&��ح� 	��) ��� ا�����ع ا����+م�ت �: ، ان ا�GOOGLE & YAHOO(U(�$#امً� �اF3(� ا

�7یJ ب��ء ��M#ة ب����ت 	�H) م�2 ا��%�$#م 	�A+ي ��� م6�+�� م: ا��1��ت ا��� 	�H) م3�6ت اه���م 

� م�ب. ا��  ب��Z$#ام �����ت م�U&�� ح�� 	+�# ���ق �ا��#خ�ا��1�� او ا��1��ت ا��%�$#م ، ی�� ربU(� م. � 

@A���1 ��+م�ت ا�3]) ������ ��� ا�+ص+ل �  ی%��# م�Aك ا�Vا������� ا�. 

����� �����A	 �	�����A وذ�; �3(� 	���# ��� درا��ت , ا���(��6 ا��%�$#م� �� ه�- ا������ ه

ودرا�� اح���O ا��یV� ��* ���� ��� G+ا��O م: ا���6�. 	(�� �� , ��ب&� N�: م�6ل ار��ع ا����+م�ت

��J یJ&A ا�(#ف م: ا��Uی&� ا��&��ح������ �3(� 	. ه�ا ا���6لU	 ����	 ��� #���.  

وه�� 3ب# م: ان ��آ� ان زی�دة �#د ا��1��ت ا��� 	�H) ا����	�^ ا�����3 �� ����� ا��A@ م: 

  .ا���1: ان ی`دي ا�� �#م ا�+ص+ل ا�� ا������ت ا���U+ب� ب1V) ��# وم�UبJ ��� یU�^ ا��K ا��%�$#م

��ا����مان U�� ا��&��ح J��U	 (H�ی&� ا��&��ح� ی�Uا� J �bا��$#ام ب� �	ت ا�+ی�#وز و�&��U	 :م 

 G� وا�(� م%�$#م �(�� ا��3$#ام2010ا��6+ال ب�%; دوت ��� SQLب����N3 ا�� ا��$#ام ب�م��6 ,  ��

Server 2008%�� ب��2 ا��%�$#م	ب���%�$#م �(�ا ا����م و Jن ���(� آ) م�ی���P$ة ب����ت ی#��M ء���� .  
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview  

 The World Wide Web (WWW) became the main source of information for 

anybody in the world. The huge amount of information on the web makes reach 

specific information difficult process, and there is only one way to find or get the 

information by using a Search Engine (SE). (Meredith et al. 2010) 

 For search engine users are difficult to get the specific information directly 

because of some reasons like Keywords (Kws) entered in searching text box on SE 

interface. By using the suitable Kws and a search technique approach from the user 

side can reach user to their specific information directly without any effort. (Kazunari 

et al. 2004) 

 If a SE that caters to all users, despite differences in their interests (areas of 

interest) for example, there is the user wants to search for articles, reports and 

researches to the scientist in the field of medicine, but it is possible there will be a 

scientist has the same name but in the field of computer science, so that will 

determine the desired domain is the area of interest of the user that sets it apart from 

the search engine through its dependence on ways (approaches) to help the user to 

achieve a useful information. 

 One of these proposed approaches, approach consisting of two processes, the 

first one build a user profile contains the Kws represent the user areas of interest, The 

second process is linking the cows that the user entered in the search text box in the 
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SE interface with Kws in the user profile for the user to retrieve information related to 

user areas of interest. (Kazunari et al. 2004) 

 The process of building user profile represents the knowledge acquired for the 

SE added by the user for identifying user area of interest to SE, help user to achieve 

specific information on the web. 

 To achieve the proposed approach it must be propose the design and 

implementation of the system help user who is searching  on the WWW, and allow 

user to build a special profile contain Kws related with other areas of interest linked 

with entered Kws by user on search text in the SE interface. So this system must be 

provided with knowledge in the field of search techniques at WWW and the process 

of building a database representing user profile within the same system. 

 The proposed system based on specific knowledge and their role is the 

mediator between the user and the SE even easier for the user to retrieve information 

related to the user area of interest. This system is called Knowledge-Based System 

(KBS), which typically consists of three parts, user interface, inference engine, and 

the knowledge base. (Owaied, 2012) 

1.2 Knowledge Based System  

 In the beginning of the second half of the twentieth century increased the 

world's need to build systems their goals are  helping  human in his decision making 

during daily works,  with less time and effort.  These systems are called expert 

systems, were created in the 1970s then increased in the 1980s in the medical domain 

such as MYCIN, ADVISER, and EMYCIN. The expert system is a special type of 

Knowledge Based System (KBS) and can be defined as a Knowledge Based System 
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with the facilities of correctly deduction and correctly decision making together with 

the editing facilities. (James, 2010) 

1.2.1 Knowledge Based System Structure  

 The most important part of the knowledge-based system and also the expert 

systems is the knowledge base, Knowledge Based System = (knowledge + problem 

solving methods).  

Therefore to build the knowledge-based system will be started from the knowledge 

base and then proposing the inference engine and user interface according to the 

forms used for representing the knowledge base (Ajith, 2005), (Owaied, 2012). The 

general structure of Knowledge Based System is shown in figure 1.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (1.1) KBS Components (Priti, 2010) 

 Inference Engine is a computer program that tries to derive answers from a 

knowledge base, Inference algorithm, or computer implementation of it in a 

programming language, that allows carrying out inference steps to derive  knowledge 

from knowledge automatically. If this knowledge is represented in the form of 

standard logic, then this term is synonymous with deduction (Priti & Akerkar, 2010).  

Inference  

Engine 

Knowledge 

Base 

User Interface 

Self 

Learning 

Explanation 
and 

Reasoning 
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 Knowledge base captures the domain specific knowledge, and an inference 

engine that consists of algorithms for manipulating the knowledge represented in the 

knowledge base to solve a problem presented to the system. User Interface friendly 

interface to users working in their native language. (Cornelius, 1998) 

1.2.2 Knowledge Representation 

 Since the forms used to represent the knowledge base affecting the proposing 

of the inference engine and user interface will introduce the most used forms of 

human for knowledge representation, such as rule base, frame base, semantic net base, 

case base, model base, etc. In the next subsection brief descriptions of the forms have 

been used for design knowledge-based systems. (Natasha, 2012) 

 The problem of knowledge representation occurs at four levels (Dagobert, 

1989): 

1. The general approach to knowledge representation. 

2. The conceptual schema defining the nature of the data in the database 

through specifying entity types and relationship types. 

3. Lists of entity values for each entity type. 

4. The actual data and knowledge. 

1.2.2.1 Rule base 

 The rule base is the set of rules which represents the knowledge about the 

domain. The decisions about how to process those data are almost invariably made by 

logic hard coded in the language of the program and stored in memory during 

program execution.  
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Knowledge Based System programmed by using a set of rules. These rules 

direct the computer to perform certain actions depending upon which rule is 

applicable to the current state of the program. ( M Sasikumar et al. 2007) 

 The rule base is the conversion of human knowledge into the computer system 

by translating that knowledge into a set of rules, rule base has been applied in a vast 

number of application areas, for example about rules If-then rules, for example : 

{Rule 1: If A and C then Y, Rule 2: If A and X then Z, Rule 3: If B then X, Rule 4: If  

Z then D}. Rule base played an important role in modern intelligent systems and their 

applications in strategic goal setting, planning, design, scheduling, fault monitoring, 

diagnosis and so on. (Ajith, 2005) 

 A Rule-based system has four components set of rules, working memory, set 

of assertions that denote facts in some domain, rule applies, problem solving 

procedure, matching, control strategy and Conflict resolution when more than one rule 

can be applied. An example of a rule in the MYCIN Knowledge Based System (S. 

Quaglini et al. 2001) 

Example of rile in the MYCIN Knowledge Based System : 

If: (1) the strain of the organism is gram-positive. 

     (2) The morphology of the organism is coccus. 

     (3) The growth conformation of the organism is clumps. 

Then there is suggestive evidence (0.7) that the identity of the organism is 

staphylococcus. 

 A typical rule based system consists of three components, they are working 

memory, rule base and inference engine shown in the figure1. 2. 
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Figure (1.2) Rule Base components (M Sasikumar et al. 2007) 

 

 The Working Memory (WM) represents the set of facts known about the 

domain, such that user profile in the proposed system for this thesis. 

1.2.2.2 Frame base 

 The frame is defined as a data structure with typical knowledge about a 

particular object or concept, were first proposed by Marvin Minsky in the 1970s. 

Frames provide a natural way for the structured and concise representation of 

knowledge. In general frame is an application of object-oriented programming for 

expert systems, also Expert Systems are required not only to store the knowledge but 

also to validate and manipulate this knowledge, so we need methods to add actions to 

our forums. (Anglin et al. 2004) 

1.2.2.3 Semantic nets 

 Is a simple representation scheme that  uses a graph of labeled nodes and 

labeled, directed arcs to  encode knowledge, semantic nets is a directed graph which 

consists of nodes and links, the node presents an object and link presents the 

relationship between objects. The semantic nets are an alternative technique as a form 

of knowledge representation, The idea is that we can store our knowledge in the form 

of a graph, with nodes representing objects in the world, and arcs representing 

Inference 

Engine 

Working 

Memory 

Rule Base 
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relationships between those objects, The analysis in semantic nets has the location of 

an action represented as a node which is linked to the node showing the action arcs, 

for example, figure 1.3 presents an example of semantic net representation. 

 

 

Figure (1.3) Example about semantic nets (William & James, 2005) 

1.2.2.4 Case base 

 Case base is a methodology for problem solving that focuses on the utilization 

of past experience. It is based on solutions, information and knowledge available in 

similar problems previously solved, The implementation of this method requires the 

existence of a knowledge base that contains the cases that contain previous 

experience, note that cases has been collected from expert agents (Abdel-Badeeh et al. 

2005) 

1.2.2.5 Model base 

 Base model is an alternative technique as represented knowledge by using 

functional and behavioral description, to explain system operations and components 

and all relationships between their components using digital system design such that 

smart draw system (Eric 2004).  
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1.3 Information Retrieval System  

 Traditionally information would appear in journals or company reports, but 

increasingly it can be found online at the WWW. Tools to support information access 

and discovery on the Internet are proliferating at an astonishing rate. Some of this 

development reflects real progress but there are also many exaggerated claims. 

(Hadeel, 2009) 

 The goal of information retrieval is to find all documents relevant for a user 

query in a collection of documents. Decades of research in information retrieval were 

successful in developing and refining techniques that are solely Word-based (Monika, 

2000). 

 The Information Retrieval System (IRS)  An information retrieval system is a 

software program that stores and manages information on documents, often textual 

documents but possibly multimedia. The system assists users in finding the 

information they need. It does not explicitly return information or answer questions. 

Instead, it informs on the existence and location of documents that might contain the 

desired information. IRS consists of three parts, query, matching rule, and information 

store, figure below the present IRS structure. (Djoerd, 2009) 

 There is a lot of definition for Information Retrieval (IR) technology 

depending on the area of web access, CS and Information Retrieval System (IRS) : 

• Information Retrieval ( IR)  is also used to facilitate specific searches  such as 

finding information where related to users areas of interest, the field of IR also 

covers supporting users in browsing or filtering information. Information 

Retrieval System (IRS) can also be special system by using an appropriate 

approach for information retrieval. In web search, the IRS has to provide 
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search over billion web applications stored on millions of computers 

represents WWW; the goal of the IRS is to provide users with this information 

that will satisfy their information need. ( Lancaster and Warner 1993) 

• Information Retrieval (IR) is a technology has been central to the success of 

the Web. Web based indexing and search systems such as Google and Yahoo 

have profoundly changed the way we access information. For the semantic 

web technologies have an impact, they will have to be compatible with Web 

search engines and information retrieval technology in general. ( Tim Finin et 

al. 2005) 

1.3.1 Dimensions of Information Retrieval 

 IR is more than just text, and more than just web search although these are 

central people doing IR work with different media, different types of search 

applications, and different tasks. New applications increasingly involve new media 

such that video, photos, music, speech like text, content is difficult to describe and 

compare text may be used to represent them, IR approaches to search and evaluation 

are appropriate, Table 1.1 concluded all IR dimensions. 

Table (1.1) Dimensions of IR (Susannah 2008) 
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1.3.2 Information Retrieval System Structure 

 The Information Retrieval System structure shown in figure 1.4  

 

 

 

Figure (1.4) Information Retrieval System structure (Michael K. et al. 1994) 

 Query in IRS depend automatic classification of web queries in the SE, the 

topical classification of user queries allows for increased effectiveness, efficiency, and 

revenue potential in general-purpose web search systems. Such classification becomes 

critical if the system is to return results not just from a general web collection but 

from topic specific back end databases as well. Successful query classification poses a 

challenging problem, as web queries are very short, typically providing few features, 

this feature sparseness, coupled with the dynamic nature of the query stream and the 

constantly changing vocabulary of the average user hinders traditional methods of text 

classification. 

 Understanding the topical sense of user queries is a problem at the heart of 

web search. Successfully mapping incoming general user queries into topical 

categories, particularly those for which the search engine has domain specific 

knowledge, can bring improvements in both the efficiency and the effectiveness of 

general web search Much of the potential for these improvements exists because 

many of today's search engines, both for the Web and for enterprises, often 

incorporate the use of topic specific backend databases when performing a general 

web search. (Yogendra & Sandeep, 2011) 

Query Information Store Matching Rule 

Retrieval  results 
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 In general there are three kinds of IR applications depend on queries. 

(Yogendra & Sandeep, 2011): 

1. Query recommendation: focusing on the reformulation of the original 

query, these kind of applications aims at identifying relationships between 

the original queries and alternative queries, such as 

generalization/specialization relationships. 

2. Document recommendation: These kinds of applications will identify 

relevant documents to the original query. 

3. Query classification: These kinds of applications will identify relevant 

queries and documents for each node in the directory, enriching their 

descriptions. 

 Matching Rule is an algorithm for matching between rule base and 

information on WWW, A number of retrieval models have been devised to abstract 

the processes underlying Information Retrieval systems. Models in which formal 

queries specify precise criteria for retrieved documents are said to be exact-match 

models, whereas best-match models return a ranked list of documents for a query 

conveying suitable documents. Exact-match models such as the Boolean model in 

which queries are formulated as logic expressions are more popular in legal and 

scientific search systems than Web search engines. (Clive, 2006) 
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 The procedure of IR from WWW shown below in figure 1.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

Figure (1.5)  Work Flow of IR from WWW (Barfourosh & Anderson, 2002) 

1.3.3 Main Problems Facing Information Retrieval System 

1. Assisting the user in clarifying and analyzing the problem and determining 

information needs. Such assistance involves the following steps which 

describe the challenge is to design and implement systems that can provide 

such assistance. (Dagobert Soergel 1989) : 

• Clarifying and analyzing the problem. 

• Determining what part of the problem solution can be effected by the 

system and what part is left to the user. 

• Determining what knowledge the user requires for her part in the 

problem solution. 

• Determining what the user knows already. 

• Deduce what information is necessary to lead the user from her present 

knowledge state to the required knowledge state. 
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2. Knowing how people use and process information, Involves in the 

following steps: 

• Relationship of information as to the problem-solving/decision-making 

process 

• How do people make relevant decisions. 

• How do people organize information in their minds, acquire it, process 

it for output. 

3. Knowledge representation, a knowledge, information and database can be 

seen as an assembly of facts and rules such that the following example the 

first one about facts representation and the second about rule base 

representation. 

� Sample facts 

- MEDLINE is intended to inform physicians 

- For the purpose of patient care 

- Document-325 is about or relevant for Pneumonia 

- Penicillin cures Pneumonia 

- John has Pneumonia 

� Sample rule 

- IF person X has disease Y AND 

- Drug Z cures disease Y 

- THEN person X should-take drug Z 

4. The human computer interface. 

 An information system user needs assistance in developing a query 

formulation that will produce a helpful information package in accordance with the 

specifications discussed earlier. Providing such assistance is the major function of the 
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user system interface. The interface must assist the user with problem clarification and 

with expressing the query in terms of the system and making best use of available 

system features. 

 The ideal information system interface supports two modes of interaction. In 

mode 1 the information system initiates a dialog without any initial user input 

(through displaying a menu or a fill-in-the-blank form). In mode 2 the system 

interprets an initial natural language query statement, transforms it into a first query 

formulation, and uses that query formulation as a starting point for a dialog. 

(Kamlesh, 2012) 

 Finally concluded that a Problem 1 and 2 deal with the user, her problems, 

information needs, and information processing behavior. Problem 3 and 4 deal with 

the knowledge representation and user interface. 

1.4 Search Engine  

 The SE reflects the relationship between KBS and IR approach, It is fair to say 

that Internet based IR would collapse if search engines were not available, without 

search engines searchers would be about as successful negotiating the Internet as 

someone trying to look up a phone number in an unsorted phone book. While word of 

mouth pointers to pages from friends, acquaintances, and others are very useful, and 

the live hypertext links on the Web make it such a rich and convenient source of 

information, these means of negotiating the Internet do nothing for the user who does 

not even know where to begin looking that is the job of search engines. (Michael & 

Praveen, 1998) 
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 The search strategy is essential if you hope to obtain satisfactory results. Most 

search engines index every word of a document, this method increase the number of 

search results retrieved while decreasing the relevance of these results. Most engines 

allow you to type in a few words, and then search for occurrences of these words in 

their database. Each one has their own way of deciding what to do about approximate 

spellings, plural variations, and truncation. ( J. Sarkar, 2001) 

 Many search engines accept logic expressions of search terms. The user may 

specify keywords like AND, OR or NOT to denote Boolean operators (describe in 

details in section 1.5 in this thesis). In addition, many search engines offer modalities 

like to include or exclude of search terms. For example, the search term tunneling +IP 

- electrons indicate a search on the term tunneling which should return documents that 

not only contain the term tunneling but should also contain the term IP and should not 

contain the term electrons. The above query returned documents from GOOGLE out 

of which all of the results in the first few pages pertained to IP tunneling (Srinath 

Srinivasa & Bhatt, 2002). 

 Search engines provide three chief facilities, (1) They gather together a set of 

web pages that form the universe from which a searcher can retrieve information. (2) 

They represent the pages. (3) They allow searchers to issue queries, and they employ 

information retrieval algorithms that attempt to find for them the most relevant pages 

from this universe. 

1.4.1 Types of Web Users 

 Web users can be broadly divided into three kinds based on their search 

strategies. These are (Srinath & Bhatt, 2002) :  

a) Naive users, those users who do not have knowledge in the field of research over 

the internet. 
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b) Casual user searching the web for something that is loosely defined, The casual 

user searches the web for general information to satisfy his/her curiosity. The 

operations of the casual user are in the form of browsing the web starting from 

some arbitrary location, or in the form of queries over a web search engine.  

Usually for any keyword search, the user is likely to obtain vast amounts of 

matches. The less carefully the user’s query is defined, the more likely are the 

chances of the user getting inundated with information. For obtaining the desired 

results it is important even for the casual user to work at precisely formulating the 

query. 

c) A researcher looking for serious research level content over the web, The 

researcher typically looks to the web for information to help in his/her research. 

The search is more serious than that of a casual user, and is often augmented by 

other activities like annotations, bookmarking, etc. at the user’s end. Search 

provided by the researcher is usually more complicated than a simple keyword 

search. It is necessary for the researcher to be much more precise in formulating 

search terms. 

d) Professional looking for business intelligence by searching the web, business user 

searching the web for business intelligence typically looks for answers to 

questions like the following: 

Who are all my competitors? 

What is the market potential for our new suite of products? etc. 

Such a user requires more than search results from a search engine. Information 

required by such a user has to be extracted using inference mechanisms from 

results of conventional web searches. 
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User 

Interface 
Ranker 

Index Crawler 

Indexer 

1.4.2 Search Engine Structure 

 The simple structure for any search engine depend on the flows of information 

and IR process, figure 1.6 showing the base structure for any SE. 

 

Figure (1.6) Information flow in SE (James, 2007) 

The figure (1.7) shows the SE structure. For redundancy and fault tolerance, large 

search engines operate multiple, geographically distributed data centers. Within a data 

center, services are built up from clusters of commodity PCs. The type of PC in these 

clusters depends upon price, CPU speed, memory and disk size, heat output, 

reliability, and physical size. The total number of servers for the largest engines is 

now reported to be in the hundreds of thousands. Within a data center, clusters or 

individual servers can be dedicated to specialized functions, such as crawling, 

indexing, query processing, snippet generation, link-graph computations, result 

caching, and insertion of advertising content. (David, 2006) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (1.7) Search Engine Structure (Hang Li, 2011) 
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 The crawler is CRAWLING ALGORITHMS the simplest crawling algorithm 

uses a queue of Unified Resource Locators (URLs) yet to be visited and a fast 

mechanism for determining if it has already seen a URL. This requires huge data 

structures, a simple list of 20 billion URLs contains more than a terabyte of data, 

Crawling proceeds by making a Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) request to 

fetch the page at the first URL in the queue. When the crawler fetches the page, it 

scans the contents for links to other URLs and adds each previously unseen URL to 

the queue. Finally, the crawler saves the page content for indexing. Crawling 

continues until the queue is empty. (David, 2006) 

 For example about URLs is a web address and about Crawling is Traversing 

the Web by recursively following links from a seed. 

 Three important processes in Ranker the first one is retrieval finding 

documents from inverted index, matching calculating the relevance score between 

query and document pair, ranking documents based on relevance scores, importance 

scores, etc. Figure 1.8 shows matching between Query (q in figure 1.8) and Document 

(d in figure 1.8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (1.8) Matching between Query and Document (Hang Li, 2011) 
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1.4.3 Information Retrieval System and Search Engine 

 A search engine is the practical application of information retrieval techniques 

to large scale text collections; figure 1.9 displays the relationship between IRS and 

SE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (1.9) IRS and SE (Addison, 2008) 

1.5 Rules for World Wide Web Information Retrieval 

 An online information seeker often fails to find what is wanted because the 

Keywords used in the request are different from the Keywords used in the relevant 

information. However, the searcher usually spends a significant amount of time 

reading retrieved information in order to determine whether it contains the 

information sought. (William et al. 2000) 

 The search engine uses an algorithm to achieve user request, this algorithm is 

kind of like atomic research. The search engine algorithm is a black box that you 

cannot see inside of, so you can only formulate theories and rules about a specific 

algorithm by testing its behavior. This is why it is so important to know all of the 
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different search engine operators (Rules for World Wide Web Information Retrieval) 

and how they work. 

 The new advance search leads to if they are not finding what they are 

searching for after using our basic search tips, try a search operator. Add one of these 

symbols (Boolean operators) to your search terms in the search text box of search 

engine interface directly to gain more control over the results that appear on the web 

browser. (Eileen, 2004) 

1.5.1 Boolean Search Operators 

 Boolean operators are really useful for investigating how your competition 

uses keywords on the web. The basic Boolean search operators are AND, OR and 

NOT:  

1. AND or (+) appear results that contain both of the keywords on the page. 

Since all of the major engines automatically search for all of the words you 

enter into the search field, the AND operator is usually unnecessary. If you 

want to find pages that contain keywords as a phrase, you should put quotation 

marks around your keywords ("keyword1 keyword2"). 

 The (+) operator tells the search engine to retrieve only documents that 

include the term it is used with. The (+) operator must be used before each 

term that must be included. For example curriculum (+) English (+) science 

(+) art will return documents that have all the words curriculum, English, 

science, art. Google and other search engines automatically add the AND 

operator between search terms.  
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This makes the (+) operator unnecessary. Most search engines treat (+) and 

AND the same way. (Lora & Dennis, 2006) 

2. OR appear results that contain at least one of the keywords on the page. The 

OR operator is good to use when you are searching for more than one keyword 

and searching without an operator appear no results. 

3. NOT or (−) appear results that contain one keyword but exclude the other 

keyword. This operator is especially useful to see which competitors are not 

using specific keyword combinations which you can then target. 

 Boolean operators help to refine your search terms to get better results by 

enabling you to expand, narrow, or focus your query.  

 Many search engines have included AND & NOT on their lists of stop words, 

or words that are excluded from your search. We recommend using (+), (-) , OR and 

quotation marks to investigate specific keyword combinations in GOOGLE and 

YAHOO search engines.  

 Otherwise the quote operator ("      ") use to search for an exact word or set of 

words. This option is handy when searching for song lyrics or a line from 

literature. The quote operator turns two or more individual terms into a single phrase 

that is searched for together and in order. The quote operator can also be used to tell 

some search engines to include words that they may normally exclude, such as a, and, 

the or other common terms. (Lora & Dennis, 2006) 

 Internet search engines and many online databases such as journal indexes also 

use keywords and Boolean searching to help you tailor your search. By using Boolean 

operators (described in table 1.2 below) you may search for more than one term at a 
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time, specify logical relationships between terms, and define their proximity to one 

another. (Terre, 1999) 

 The rule which distinguishes the proposed system is the use of Boolean 

operator set directly in the search text box without any user effort to learn how and 

why , this reduces effort not only for users but for search engine to find appropriate 

algorithm help SE to retrieve the information which user need. Table 1.2, show a 

summary of Boolean operator. 

Table (1.2) Boolean Operators (Margaret, 2010) 

 

Operator 

 

Description 

 

And / + 

Both operators do the same thing. 

Requires all terms to appear somewhere 

in the document, in any order 

Example : + curriculm+high+school 

 

                            Not / - 

Add a dash (-) before a word or set to 
exclude all results that include that word. 
This is especially useful for synonyms 
like Jaguar the car brand and jaguar the 
animal. 
Example : jaguar speed – car 

 

 

                               OR 

If you want to search for pages that may 
have just one of several words, include 
OR (capitalized) between the words. 
Without the OR, your results would 
typically show only pages that match 
both terms. 

Example : Olympics location 2014 OR 
2018 
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1.6 Problem Definition 

 The purpose of this thesis is the design and implementation of Knowledge 

Based System for Information Retrieval from WWW, information related to users 

prior knowledge (areas of interest), and from the literature surveys does not find 

system retrieve information based on context and users prior knowledge with design 

rules based on Boolean operators to link Keywords directly on the search text box. 

Design this system facing the following problem: 

1. Representation user’s prior knowledge (areas of interest) in Data Base (DB). 

2. Separation between users because each user has special areas of interest. 

3. Identify rules for choosing a suitable Boolean operator to connect context with 

user profile. 

1.7 Objectives 

 The main goal for this thesis is the design and implementation Knowledge 

Based System for retrieving useful information related to use prior knowledge, 

without any effort from the user. To achieve this goal need to satisfy the following: 

1. Define the set of rules will be used in the knowledge base. 

2. Convert the previous rules to computer system such as design an algorithm 

includes all these rules. 

3. Reduce the number of links appear to use on the web browser. 

4. Reduce the number of keywords that users enter in the search text. 
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1.8 Methodology 

 The methodology used in this study is analytical and empirical methodology, 

analytical because it based on litterateur scurvies deal with IR technology and depend 

statistical studies on non-random sampling from society interested in this topic. This 

study empirical study because need to implement an application to achieve the 

proposed approach.   

 Before started this work depend the questionnaire to collect data on a range of 

questions in the questioner see the Appendix, and the data are Numerical Data. The 

questionnaire distributed to Limited Community represented students in Al-Quds 

College; the number of samples is 100 students Distributors between the Department 

of Information Technology and Engineering Department and in different grades. This 

sample called simple random sample from a stratified sample class that targets a 

certain Limited Community. The questions and results represented in Questionnaire 

by using Simple Statistical Table operation added in chapter four.   

1.9 Thesis Contribution 

 The technology of IR from the WWW which based on the user interested areas 

and their queries through  the SE lead to create a special User Profile (UP) depending 

on log file by browsing information (history file) of user queries through the SE. This 

UP used from SE to retrieve related useful information corresponded user query but 

many users erase their log file to save their own privacy browsing information when 

other users use the same computer system. User maybe deleted his log file, this action 

lead to create new log file every time when user access SE, this process spends time to 

recognize UP. (Kazunari, 2004) 
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 There are five basic approaches to user identification: software agents, logins, 

enhanced proxy servers, cookies, and session ids. Because they are transparent to the 

user, and provide cross-session tracking, cookies are widely used and effective. Of 

these techniques, cookies are the least invasive, requiring no actions on the parts of 

users. Therefore, these are the easiest and most widely employed. Better accuracy and 

consistency can be obtained with a login-based system to track users across sessions 

and between computers, if users can be convinced to register with the system and 

login each time they visit. A good compromise is to use cookies for current sessions 

and provide optional logins for users who choose to register with a site. ( S. Gauch et 

al. 2007) 

 The proposed approach for IR in this thesis represented in creating DB 

includes Keywords represent other areas of interest or UP, these Keywords entered by 

user and they can update. These Keywords used later on for decreasing user effort in a 

number of entering Keywords in the search text box. 

 Create UP mean each user has a special account to give real user privacy, 

Which gives user lake of desire to erase any private data to him in the future, Contrary 

to what is customary in WWW IR applications. Linked UP Keywords with user text 

query by using Boolean operators directly on search text box, this process facilitates 

to achieve related information. 

 So UP include Keywords entered by user represent other areas of interest and 

linked process between UP keywords and Keyword or Keywords in the search text 

box to inference context help SE to retrieve useful information for users matching 

their UP not browsing history file. 
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1.10 Thesis Structure 

� Chapter One: The Introduction. Include overview about the Knowledge-Based 

System, Information-Retrieval System, Search Engines, Rules for World Wide 

Web Information Retrieval and Boolean operator to explain the Problem 

Definition, Objectives, Methodology and thesis Contribution. 

� Chapter Two: Is the literature surveys for the thesis, showing the related work and 

comparison between the related work and thesis contribution. 

� Chapter Three: Explain the design of Knowledge Based System for Text 

Retrieval with explain system the system components and their algorithms. 

� Chapter Four: Preview the implementation of the proposed system with system 

testing for each rule, and the questioner statistical  analysis. 

� Chapter Five: Contains the conclusion and the future work for the thesis. 
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Chapter Two 

2                                    Literature survey 

 Many researchers have been talked about IR technology, depending on the 

user's areas of interest are,  represented in  DB  called user's profile, or deduced 

through the user log file represent history file of user internet browsing, and we will 

be talking about the role of  KBS to improved IRS. We'll talk about these related 

works briefly. 

2.1 Related Work  

 When talk about related works that is mean explain and compare some points 

in different researches to describe the relationship between  this thesis subject and 

domain with other researchers in the field of IR and using KBS to improve IRS. 

2.1.1 Knowledge Based System in Information Retrieval 

 Hsinchun (1995) talked about the role of KBS and their approach to building 

IRS, he saw the way for creating computer systems with knowledge or Intelligence 

has long been the goal of researchers in Artificial Intelligence (AI). Many interesting 

KBS have been developed in the past few decades for such applications as medical 

diagnosis, engineering troubleshooting, and business decision making. Most of these 

systems have been developed based on the manual knowledge acquisition process a 

significant bottleneck for KBS development. 

 A recent approach to knowledge elicitation is referred to as Knowledge 

Mining or Knowledge Discovery. Grounded on various AI based machine learning 
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techniques, the approach is automatic and it acquires Knowledge or identifies patterns 

directly from examples or databases. 

 IR research has been advancing very quickly over the past few decades. 

Researchers have experimented with techniques ranging from probabilistic models 

and the vector space model of the knowledge based approach and the recent machine 

learning techniques. Significant insights regarding how to design more useful and 

Intelligent IRS have been gained. 

2.1.2 IR based on list of Keywords 

Alexander (1998) descriptive approach for retrieving personal quires depends 

on user personalization domain. Said the popular internet browsers such as Microsoft 

Internet Explorer or the Netscape Navigator allow for organizing bookmarks in a 

personalized manner. Internet Browser can be use personalization file to filtering and 

rating the most popular links for the user based on personalization file. 

 An initial user profile may be provided in the form of a list of keywords. The 

user behavior is tracked while he reads activities like scrolling, peeking at maximizing 

open articles in new windows or saving them to scrapbook probably mean a user is 

interested in that article. User profile represents no explicit information is given, but 

the article suggests the profile is a list of weighted keywords for comparing and 

matching easily. 

2.1.3 Adaptive Web Search and IR Based on Context and Log File 

 Kazunari et al. (2004) their work to relate between user query and information 

at WWW, he explains the previous goal by this example " for the query “Java” some  
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users may be interested in documents dealing with the programming language, “Java” 

while other users may want documents related to “coffee” Therefore, Web search 

results should adapt to users with different information needs. Then they say that In 

order to predict such information needs, there are several approaches applying data 

mining techniques to extract usage patterns from Web logs. 

 However, the discovery of patterns of usage data by itself is not sufficient for 

performing the personalization tasks. Therefore, these techniques are not so 

appropriate for Web personalization. Another novel information system designed to 

realize such adaptive systems have been proposed that personalize information or 

provide more relevant information for users. 

 Kazunari Sugiyama et al. inference three types of Web search systems: 

a) Systems using relevance feedback. 

b) Systems in which users register their interest or demographic information. 

c) Systems that recommend information based on user ratings. 

 The figure 2.1 below showing the proposed model for IR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure (2.1) Proposed model for IRS (Kazunari et al. 2004) 
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Their proposed approaches to achieve IR personalization such there is : 

a) Hyperlink Based: The field of Web IR focuses on hyperlink structures of the 

Web, for example with Web search engines such as Google to address several 

problems with these engines, (1) the weight of a Web page is merely defined, 

and (2) the relativity of contents among hyperlinked Web pages is not 

considered, they proposed several approaches to refining the scheme for Web 

pages using their hyperlinked neighboring pages. In personalized Web 

searches, the hyperlink structures of the Web are also becoming important. 

The use of the personalized Page Rank to enable personalized Web searches 

was first proposed in, where it was suggested as a modification of the global 

Page Rank algorithm, which computes a universal notion of the importance of 

a Web page. 

b) Personalized Web Sites : Link topology and the structure and the contents of 

Web pages are often used in the construction of a personalized Web site. 

c) Recommender System : As one of the most promising approaches to alleviate 

this overload, recommender systems have emerged in domains such as 

Ecommerce, digital libraries, and knowledge management. These systems 

provide personalized suggestions based on user preferences. Recommender 

systems collect user feedback in the form of ratings for items in a given 

domain and exploit similarities and differences among profiles of several users 

in determining how to recommend an item. There are two prevalent 

approaches to constructing recommender systems, collaborative filtering based 

and content based recommendation. 
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 Finally they concluded user profile build depend on three approaches (1) 

relevance feedback and implicit approaches, (2) user profiles based on pure browsing 

history, and (3) user profiles based on the modified collaborative filtering. 

 B. Van et al. (2004) present a novel architecture for Information Retrieval 

on the Web called (Vimes). This architecture is based on a broader definition of 

relevance. This broader definition lies in the fact that there is more than just topical 

relevance. Documents (or: resources) must also conform to other constraints with 

regard to form, format and also things like price and quality. 

 They recognized that information retrieval systems can be personalized for 

users by means of profiles. During the last few decades a lot of research has been 

invested in the area of user profiles. Often, these profiles are used to enhance the 

query by capturing the user's notions of query terms. However, profiles can be used 

more extensively. 

 Example for explaining user profile approach for IR from WWW: 

(User Profile)  A (user) profile consists of a set of preferences with regard to the 

behavior of a search engine as well as constraints on the results it presents to the user. 

To illustrate this definition, the following list are the items that make up a particular 

user-profile: 

� Preferences: prefer a maximum of 25 results per page, and by selecting a 

relevant resource (clicking on the link) will open a new window. 

� Constraints: prefer HTML and PDF formats and refuse the Microsoft DOC 

format. Furthermore, the size of the resource should not exceed 25Mb. 

 Using this definition, there are two areas in the retrieval process where profiles 

can be used. Firstly, they can be used for post-processing the results of the ranking 

process, figure 2.2 below showing the proposed WWW Information Retrieval System. 
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Figure (2.2) Proposed system for WWW information retrieval B. .van et al. 2004) 

2.1.4 Personalized information retrieval based on context and 

ontological knowledge 

 Mylonas et al. (2004) focus on the combination of contextualization and 

personalization methods to improve the performance of personalized information 

retrieval. The key aspects in our proposed approach are the explicit distinction 

between historic user context and live user context lead combined in order to improve 

the accuracy and reliability of personalization for retrieval. 

 Historic mean The user’s usage history comprises of a combination of all 

types of actions, provided that a user is able to perform any type of action at a given 

time. An association between the related history documents and concepts exists 

through the utilization of the semantic index, which is a priori constructed during 

analysis of either the raw content, or the associated textual annotation. 

 They said , The notion of context has been long acknowledged as being of key 

importance in a wide variety of fields, such as mobile and pervasive computing, 

computational linguistics automatic IR, the representation and usage of context as a 

key element e.g. to enhance the understanding of human speech, needs, activities and 

intentions, to raise the system awareness of the external conditions that may influence 

human priorities and plans, to build an awareness of the available resources for the 
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system to accomplish a certain goal, and in general, to better grasp the relative nature 

of truth. 

 Context is an increasingly common notion in IR, and has been identified as a 

major challenge in the field of IR. This is not surprising since it has been long 

acknowledged that the whole notion of relevance, at the core of IR, is strongly 

dependent on context - in fact it can hardly make sense out of it. Several authors in the 

IR field have explored approaches that are similar to ours in that they find indirect 

evidence of searcher interests by extracting implicit meanings in information objects 

manipulated by users in their retrieval tasks. A key differentiating aspect of our 

approach is the use of semantic concepts, rather than terms (for example : strings), for 

the representation of these contextual meanings, and the exploitation of explicit 

information attached to the concepts available in a knowledge base. 

2.1.5 The WWW Information Retrieval Based on User Activities 

 S. Gauch et al. (2007) they claim that in the modern Web, as the amount of 

information available causes information overloading, the demand for personalized 

approaches for information access increases. Personalized systems address the 

overload problem by building, managing, and representing information customized 

for individual users. This customization may take the form of filtering out irrelevant 

information and or identifying additional information of likely interest for the user. 

Research into personalization is ongoing in the fields of information retrieval, 

artificial intelligence, and data mining, among others 

 They say that Early personalization research focused on personalized filtering 

and rating systems for e-mail, electronic newspapers, Usenet newsgroups and Web 

documents. More recently, personalization efforts have focused on improving 

navigation effectiveness by providing browsing assistants and adaptive Web sites. 
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 In order to construct an individual user’s profile, information may be collected 

explicitly, through direct user intervention, or implicitly, through agents that monitor 

user activity. Although profiles are typically built only from topics of interest to the 

user, some projects have explored including information about non-relevant topics in 

the profile. In these approaches, the system is able to use both kinds of topics to 

identify relevant documents and discard non-relevant documents at the same time. 

 They explain how to build a user profile depend on user web activities. 

Profiles that can be modified or augmented are considered dynamic, in contrast to 

static profiles that maintain the same information over time. Dynamic profiles that 

take time into consideration may differentiate between short-term and long-term 

interests. Short-term profiles represent the user’s current interests whereas long-term 

profiles indicate interests that are not subject to frequent changes over time. For 

example, consider a musician who uses the Web for his/her daily research. “ One day, 

he/she decides to go on vacation, and she uses the Web to look for hotels, airplane 

tickets, etc. ” 

 User profile should reflect her music interests as long-term interests, and the 

vacation-related interests as short-term ones. Once the user returns from his/her 

vacation, he/she will resume his/her music-related research, and the vacation 

information in his/her profile should eventually be forgotten. Because they can change 

quickly as users change tasks, and less information is collected, short-term user’s 

interests are generally harder to identify and manage than long-term interests. In 

general, the goal of user profiling is to collect information about the subjects in which 

a user is interested, and the length of time over which they have exhibited this interest, 

in order to improve the quality of information access and infer user’s intentions. 

Figure 2.3, displays the user-profile based on personalization 
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Figure (2.3) Building Personal User Profile (S. Gauch et al. 2007) 

 The most common representation for user profiles is sets of keywords. These 

can be automatically extracted from Web documents or directly provided by the user. 

Weights, which are usually associated with keywords, are numerical representations 

of users' interests. Each keyword can represent a topic of interest or keywords can be 

grouped in categories to reflect a more standard representation of a user’s interests 

 The previous approach for building UP adopted in this thesis by giving 

weighted by number of rows in DB table represent UP. 

 Zhongmin et al. (2007) The Web provides an extremely large and dynamic 

source of information, and the continuous creation and updating of Web pages 

magnifies information overload on the Web. Both casual and non-casual users often 

use search engines to find a needle in this constantly growing haystack, who define a 

knowledge worker as someone has paid work involves significant time spent in 

gathering, finding, analyzing, creating, producing or archiving information, report that 

59% of the tasks performed on the Web by a sample of knowledge workers fall into 

the categories of information gathering and finding, which require an active use of 

Web search engines. 

 Most existing Web search engines return a list of search results based on a 

user’s query but ignore the user’s specific interests and/or search context. Therefore, 

the identical query from different users or in different contexts will generate the same 

set of results displayed in the same way for all users, a so called one-size-fits-all. 
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 Our proposed approach is a form of client-side personalization based on a 

Framework for area of interest and result categorization. It piggybacks on a standard 

search engine such as Google and categorizes and displays search results on the basis 

of known user interests. As a novel feature of our approach, the mapping framework 

automatically maps the known user interests onto a set of categories in a Web 

directory, such as the Open Directory Project (ODP) or YAHOO directory. 

  An advantage of this mapping framework is that, after user interests have 

been mapped onto the categories, a large amount of manually edited data under these 

categories is freely available to be used to build text classifiers that correspond to 

these user interests. 

 In summary, to generate user profiles for personalized search, previous studies 

have asked users for explicit feedback, such as ratings and preferences, or collected 

implicit feedback, such as search and browsing history. However, users are unwilling 

to provide explicit feedback even when they anticipate a long-run benefit. Implicit 

feedback has shown promising results for personalizing search using short-term 

context. 

 However, generating user profiles for long-term context through implicit 

feedback will take time and may raise privacy concerns. In addition, a user profile 

generated from implicit feedback may contain noise because the user preferences have 

been estimated from behaviors and not explicitly specified. 

 
  Myriam et al. (2009) they proposed approach personalizes data retrieval using 

implicit user information and interests measurements. As the data manipulated is 

expressed by attributes and values, we define several similarity measures. These 

measurements consider both semantic and spatial user contexts. The approach 
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personalizes Web content and especially spatial information focusing on its spatial 

semantic aspects. 

  
 The proposed approach personalizes data retrieval using implicit user 

information and interests measurements. We start, in the next section with related 

works presentation and discussion. We then present our architecture including user 

and data modeling approaches and the similarity measures used to increase the quality 

of the personalization process and the measures used to deduce user’s interest  

 Our proposition is based on a dynamic and iterative construction of a 

multidimensional user model. This multidimensional approach is used to represent 

and describe the user towards different dimensions. The model proposed (noted Mu) 

is composed of 4 dimensions: user profile, spatial model, graphic model and textual 

model. If we consider U as the set of users, a user u∈U will have as model Mu: 

Mu =Pn � Ds � Dt � Du 

Where: 

− Dt = keywords employed by the users for their textual search 

− Ds = spatial positions of the users 

− Dn = entities visited by the users 

− P = user profile. 

 They concluded the Web personalization attracts rising research efforts to 

facilitate Web information retrieval and navigation. Generally, Web personalization 
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and user modeling approaches do not focus on the spatial aspect of the information 

and the constraints it implies. In this paper, we have presented some background 

knowledge on existing Web and spatial Web personalization systems.  

 

 Arthur et al. (2011) their proposed system that provides the user to register 

with it and based on the users registered areas of interest the system searches the 

related and efficient information from the world wide web using the technique of web 

text mining and arranges the unstructured data into structured format and present it to 

the user. This system also stores the previously searched data and based on users 

Areas of interest and rating awarded to the interest of the user his profile will be 

updated at a particular scheduled time. 

 The proposed system enables user to edit his profile and specify his area of 

interest and award rating to it. Our application provides the login support and lets him 

to edit his profile in which he will be specifying his area of interest. Our application 

scans the user profile and extracts the area of interest as the key word (this part of our 

application is referred to as Term Extractor. The key word is taken as input and the 

information related to that is searched first in the repository. If the information is 

found in the repository it will be organized in a proper format and dumped back to the 

profile. 

 The next time a user logs in to his account, he will find the information related 

to his area of interest which he has specified in his profile. If the information is not 

found in the repository then search will be carried out in the web and the information 

is gathered and redirected to the user in proper format. The searched information is 

also stored in our repository so that any second user who enters the same area of 
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interest can be served by searching in the repository itself rather than searching in the 

web again and again if. 

 Searching for the information in the system database and the internet, using 

the keywords extracted from the Extractor Search Engine searches the related 

information in the system database and if the search is successful then the user profile 

is provided with the retrieved information and if the search is not successful than the 

search engine performs the search over the web and retrieves the information from the 

web and update the system database and also the user profile. 

2.1.6 The Role of Boolean Operator for Enhance IR 

 Venkat N.et al. (1997) they claim that The Boolean model represents 

documents by a set of index terms, each of which is viewed as a Boolean variable and 

valued as True if it is present in a document. No term weighting is allowed. Queries 

are specified as arbitrary Boolean expressions formed by linking terms through the 

standard logical operators: AND, OR, and NOT. Retrieval status value (RSV) is a 

measure of the query-document similarity. In the Boolean model, RSV equals 1 if the 

query expression evaluates to true, RSV is 0 otherwise. All documents whose RSV 

evaluates to 1 are considered relevant to the query. 

 And then explain the most important algorithm need Boolean operator these 

are WebCrawler has a robot that starts with a known set of HTML documents and 

uses the URLs in them to retrieve new documents. The search engine directs the 

navigation in a modified breadth-first mode. It maintains a list of Web servers and 

URLs to fetch from them, which it does in a round robin fashion to avoid fetching 

documents consecutively from the same server. 

 WebCrawler aims at indexing at least one document from each server. Users 

can also submit URLs. It indexes both the title and full text of HTML documents, and 
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its index is updated weekly. Terms are weighted by their frequency of occurrence in 

the document divided by their frequency in the reference domain. Terms that appear 

frequently in the document and infrequently in the reference domain are heavily 

weighted, while those that appear infrequently in either are given lower weights. 

WebCrawler supports full Boolean and phrase searches. 

 Robert & Manning (1998) they talk about using Boolean queries or ranking 

documents using document and term weights will result in better retrieval 

performance has been the subject of considerable discussion among document 

retrieval system users and researchers. We suggest a method that allows one to 

analytically compare the two approaches to retrieve and examine their relative merits. 

The performance of information retrieval systems may be determined either by using 

experimental simulation, or through the application of analytic techniques that directly 

estimate the retrieval performance, given values for query and database 

characteristics. Using these performance predicting techniques, sample performance 

figures are provided for queries using the Boolean And and OR, as well as for 

probabilistic systems assuming statistical term independence or term dependence. 

 Retrieval systems based on Boolean logic have long served as the cornerstone 

of the commercial document retrieval system market and remain very important 

because of the relative simplicity of the query language and the ease with which it can 

be understood and implemented. The most common use of a Boolean expression is to 

state what characteristics must be present in the material to be retrieved in a system 

that retrieves and presents to users bibliographic records or full-text. A second use of 

Boolean expressions likely to increase in importance over the next decade is in rules 

incorporated into the document and email filtering systems. Such a rule might take the 

form of a statement. 
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 Boolean expressions typically use three operators: and, or, and not. A search 

for documents about both dogs and cats might be expressed as dogs and cats. Logical 

Implications, such as dog implies mammal, if something is a dog then it is a mammal, 

may be expressed without using the implication operator.  

 They conclude that, it becomes necessary to treat Boolean systems as special 

forms of probabilistic retrieval systems. We suggest a way to do this here, by 

comparing the ranking provided by individual Boolean operators with the ranking 

provided by systems consistent with probabilistic models. Any Boolean query may be 

expressed in either of the common normalized forms of Boolean expressions: 

Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF), or Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF). CNF 

represents the conjunction of disjunctions, that is, a series of “anding” components 

with these components, in turn, consists of the “oring” of individual terms (or the 

negations of these terms.) Any Boolean expression can be converted into CNF. 

Similarly, a logical expression in DNF is a disjunction of conjunctions, a set 

of “ored” components, where each component consists of anding terms. 

 By converting a Boolean expression of these normal forms, a ranking of 

documents using these probabilistic methods may be easily implemented through the 

simple combination of the methods for the Boolean or, not, and ands. Below we 

assume that all our queries have been converted to CNF, thus simplifying the types of 

operands each of our Boolean operators must accept. 

 Bernard & Caroline (2003) they said web searchers seldom use advanced 

query structure, such as Boolean operators or phrase searching, when using 

information retrieval (IR) systems. Numerous Web studies note the near absence of 

query operators such as AND, OR, NOT, MUST APPEAR (+), and PHRASE (“ ”) in 
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Web queries. It is generally assumed that the proper use of query operators would 

increase the effectiveness of Web searches. 

 All the search engines supported all the query operators in some form, but 

there are frequently minor changes to the searching rules. At the time of the study, 

America Online Search (AOL) directly supported the use of the AND, OR, MUST 

APPEAR, and PHRASE operators from its main page, although it also provided an 

advanced search option that facilitated the use of operational functionality. Google 

directly supported the AND, OR, MUST APPEAR, and PHRASE operators, although 

it states that the use of AND is not necessary. MSN directly supported the AND, OR, 

and MUST APPEAR operators. There was a drop down box for PHRASE searching. 

All search engines provided an advanced search mode, which directly supported all of 

the operators considered here as well as other features. 

2.2 Summary 

 From the previous studies can be concluded the following points : 

1. The IR technology fully depends on context which reflect the user request. 

2. All IRS from WWW based on Logs File ( History of Browsing) to represent 

UP. 

3. UP represent the user areas of interest which inference from Logs File and 

URL Ranking process. 

4. Using Boolean operators in link context (represents a user query ) by the SE 

after user query by using special algorithms for Boolean operators. 

Note of the foregoing that the characteristic of our study in the field of the 

development of IR technology from previous studies is : 
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1. UP represents by using DB include Keywords reflect the user areas of interest. 

2. UP able to update by the user. 

3. UP help user to reduce the number of Keywords entered in the search text box. 

4. UP reflects areas of interest directly by user not by inference depend on user 

Logs File. 

5. Context represents the relationship between user areas of interest and search 

text. 

6. The relationship between user areas of interest and text create by using 

Boolean operators directly in the text box to reduce the effort for SE because 

here does not need to use special algorithms to achieve this relationship. 
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Chapter Three 

3              System Architecture and Implementation  

 In this chapter we will explain the system proposed model shown in figure 

(3.1), and describe the way of IR through it. Then we explain each system 

components, relationships between components, algorithms and how the system work. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (3.1) System Proposed Model 

3.1 How System Works 

The methodology used in this system through construction of the relationships 

between the three concepts, user searching text, user prior knowledge, and the set of 

key words. These relationships will be saved in the knowledge base as rules for future 

search lead to inference strongly context in the search text box. From the proposed 

model we have seen step numbers from 1 to 4 to explain the procedure of system 

work as follows: 

1. The user sends queries from the user interface. 

2. System inference context after select keyword from DB (User Profile). 
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3. Write context on the SE search text box. 

4. Browsing useful information related to user areas of interest on User Interface. 

3.2 System Components and Rules 

 In this section we will explain the four system components User Interface, 

User Profile, Knowledge Base and inference engine respectively to explain their role 

for IR from WWW. 

3.2.1 User Interface 

 In this system the role of user interface is intermediate between the user and 

search engines (GOOGLE and YAHOO), User interface include many features to 

help user he/she to create his/her special profile help SE for retrieving information 

from WWW related with user profile and browsing this information as a link on user 

interface. User Interface includes four related windows each one have some features 

help user to execute IR process. 

1. Log in window : given privacy and specialization to the user and make his/her 

profile independent. 

2. Registration window : lead user to create his/her won profile 

3. Main window : display the main two features user profile and searching 

process 

4. Searching and Browsing window : user can be searched and browsing 

retrieved information. 
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3.2.2  User Profile                                                                                                                                                                          

The User Profile (UP) is data base connected to the user interface, include 

keywords represents user areas of interest. This data base has two tables, the 

first one saves all keywords represents user areas of interest save as User prior 

Knowledge (UPK) and the second one  represents a user account privacy such 

as user name and password to give independence for each user profile. 

1. Table one (Users) : include seven records explain the most important 

a. User ID : help user to save his/ her privacy 

b. User password : to improve user privacy and independence  

c. Used Major : one keyword reflects the closed user area of interest 

2. Table two (Prior Knowledge) : include for records 

a. Keyword ID : represents the weight of keyword record in a database 

table (KID). 

b. Knowledge Field : represent the closed user field or the main user area 

of interest. 

c. Knowledge Keywords (KKws) : keywords each one represents user 

area of interest. 

d. User ID : represent the Foreign key (FK) of Table one and two 

relationship . 
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3.2.3 Knowledge Base  

 Is a special kind of database for knowledge management. A knowledge base is 

an information repository that provides a means for information to be collected, 

organized, shared, searched and utilized. It can be either machine-readable or intended 

for human use Machine-readable knowledge base store knowledge in a computer-

readable form, usually for the purpose of having automated deductive reasoning 

applied to them. They contain a set of data, often in the form of rules that describe the 

knowledge in a logically consistent manner. An ontology can define the structure of 

stored data. Logical operators, such as And (conjunction), Or (disjunction), material 

implication and negation may be used to build it up from simpler pieces of 

information. Consequently, classical deduction can be used to reason about the 

knowledge in the knowledge base. Some machine-readable knowledge bases are used 

in artificial intelligence, for example as part of an expert system that focuses on a 

domain like prescription drugs or customs law. Such knowledge bases are also used 

by the semantic web. (Priti & Rajendra, 2010) 

 From the previous definition KB represent a set of facts, events, processes or 

procedures, and meta-knowledge for the specific and narrows certain domain store in 

DB called knowledge base. In this system KB represented by set of Rules store in 

class to help the inference engine unit to inference the suitable relationship between 

UPK and UP to generate strong context write on SE search text box  help SE 

matching rule for retrieving the best related information. We will explain these 

functions respectively: 
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3.2.3.1 Default Rule 

This combination of rules represent the simple context generation when the 

user has one area of interest without any details related to this area. 

a. Default Rule Pseudo Code Using (+) Operator 

[1] PKID as integer; (ID = ID number of record in Table) 

[2] KKwID as integer; 

[3] n as integer ; (variable represents ID number) 

[4] PK as char; 

[5] KKw as char; 

[6] [Rule D.a1] If (PKID = = 0 && KwID = = null) Then 

[7] Search textbox = Search Kw + PK ; 

[8] [Rule D.a2] Else If (PKID = = 0 && KwID = = 0) Then 

[9] Search textbox = Search Kw + PK + + Kw ; 

[10][Rule D.a3] Else 

[11] Search textbox = Search Kw + PK + + KwID = = 0 + +.....+ + KwID = = n ; 

[12] End If 

b. Default Rule Pseudo Code Using (-) Operator 

[1] PKID as integer; (ID = ID number of record in Table) 

[2] KKwID as integer; 
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[3] n as integer ; (variable represents ID number) 

[4] PK as char; 

[5] KKw as char; 

[6] [Rule D.b1] If (PKID = = 0 && KwID = = null) Then 

[7] Search textbox = Search Kw - PK ; 

[8] [Rule D.b2] Else If (PKID = = 0 && KwID = = 0) Then 

[9] Search textbox = Search Kw + PK - Kw; 

[10][Rule D.b3] Else 

[11] Search textbox = Search Kw + PK - KwID = = 0 + +.....+ + KwID = = n ; 

[12] End If 

c. Default Rule Pseudo Code Using (OR) Operator 

[1] PKID as integer; (ID = ID number of record in Table) 

[2] KKwID as integer; 

[3] n as integer ; (variable represents ID number) 

[4] PK as char; 

[5] KKw as char; 

[6] [Rule D.c1] If (PKID = = 0 && KwID = = null) Then 

[7] Search textbox = Search Kw OR PK ; 

[8] [Rule D.c2] Else If (PKID = = 0 && KwID = = 0) Then 
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[9] Search textbox = Search Kw + PK OR Kw ; 

[10][Rule D.c3] Else 

[11] Search textbox = Search Kw + PK OR KwID = = 0 + +.....+ + KwID = = n ; 

[12] End If 

3.2.3.2 Intersection Rule 

This combination of rules represent the complex context generation when 

user has more than one area of interest with Kws as a detail related to this 

area. 

a. Intersection Rule Pseudo Code (many PK and many Kws) by Using (+ and OR) 

Operators 

[1] PKID as integer ; 

[2] KKwID as integer ; 

[3] n as integer ; 

[4] PK as char ; 

[5] KKw as char ; 

[6] [Rule I.a1] If (PKID > = 0 && Kw= = null) Then 

[7] Search textbox = Search Kw + PKID = = 0 OR Search Kw + PKID > 0 ; 

[8] [Rule I.a2] Else If (PKID > 0 && KwID = 0) Then 

[9] Search textbox = Search Kw + PKID = = 0 + + KwID > = 0 OR Search Kw + 

PKID > 0 ; 
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[10] [Rule I.a3] Else If (PKID > 0 && KwID > PKID) Then 

[11] Search textbox = Search Kw + PKID = = 0 + + KwID > = 0 OR Search Kw + 

PKID > 0 + + KwID > PKID ;  

[12] [Rule I.a4] Else 

[13] Search textbox = Search Kw + PKID = = 0 + + KwID = = 0 to < (PKID > 0) 

+ + OR Search Kw + PKID > 0 + + KwID > (PKID > 0) ; 

[14] End If 

b. Intersection Rule Pseudo Code (many PK and many Kws) by Using (+ and -) 

Operators 

[1] PKID as integer ; 

[2] KKwID as integer ; 

[3] n as integer ; 

[4] PK as char ; 

[5] KKw as char ; 

[6] [Rule I.b1] If (PKID > = 0 && Kw= = null) Then 

[7] Search textbox = Search Kw + PKID = = 0 - Search Kw + PKID > 0 ; 

[8] [Rule I.b2] Else If (PKID > 0 && KwID = 0) Then 

[9] Search textbox = Search Kw + PKID = = 0 + + KwID > = 0 - Search Kw + 

PKID > 0 ; 

[10] [Rule I.b3] Else If (PKID > 0 && KwID > PKID) Then 
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[11] Search textbox = Search Kw + PKID = = 0 + + KwID > = 0 - Search Kw + 

PKID > 0 + + KwID > PKID ;  

[12] [Rule I.b4] Else 

[13] Search textbox = Search Kw + PKID = = 0 + + KwID = = 0 to < (PKID > 0) 

- Search Kw + PKID > 0 + + KwID > (PKID > 0) ; 

[14] End If 

 This system represents the prior knowledge and the knowledge keywords 

description (KKw) by levels depend on the ID number of records, so when the 

user input the first PK that is mean take an ID number (0) and any keywords 

follow PK represent the (kW) description, if user enter new PK that is mean take 

an ID number larger than the first PK and  their (kW) description, then any 

keywords follow the second PK take an ID number larger than the second PK. 

• Example about ID number Levels 

PK No.1 : Civil Engineering.......... ID = 0 

Kw No.1 : Traffic.......... ID = 1 

. . . 

. . . 

Kw No.n : Keyword ......ID = n 

PK No.2 : Medicine..........ID > n 

Kw No.x : Anatomy..........ID > PK No.2 ID 

all keywords after 

PK No.1 just 

related with PK 

No.1 

all keywords after 

PK No.2 just 

related with PK 

No.2 
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3.2.4 Inference Engine 

 Is a computer program that tries to derive answers from a knowledge base. It is 

the brain that expert systems use to reason about the information in the knowledge 

base for the ultimate purpose of formulating new conclusions. Inference engines are 

considered to be a special case of reasoning engines, which can use more general 

methods of reasoning. (Ajith, 2005) 

3.2.4.1 Inference Engine Structure 

 The separation of inference engines as a distinct software component stems 

from the typical production system architecture. This architecture relies on a data 

store. The inference structure includes the following (Brian, 2005) : 

1. The interpreter executes the chosen agenda items by applying the 

corresponding base rules. 

2. The scheduler maintains control over the agenda by estimating the effects of 

applying inference rules in light of item priorities or other criteria on the 

agenda. 

3. Consistency enforcer attempts to maintain a consistent representation of the 

emerging solution. 
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Figure (3.2) Inference Engine Work ( Lucien et al. 2012)  

 The inference engine is an essential element of an expert system, since it 

works as the engine control that evaluates and applies the rules. In the process of 

problem-solving, these rules must be in accordance with the existing information in 

the working memory. (H. Araki 2005) 

 In this system inference engine unit work in inference strong context after 

choosing the appropriate rule form KB to use the suitable Boolean operator for 

connecting Kws. 

3.2.4.2 Inference Engine Pseudo Code Rule 

[1] If (PKID  = = 0 or KwID > = 0) Then 

[2] Call "GOOGLE API " or "YAHOO.COM" (User can retrieve information from 

each one) 

[3] (Call Default Rule) 

[4] Else 

[5] Call "GOOGLE API " or "YAHOO.COM" 

[6] (Call Intersection Rule) 

[7] End If 
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3.2.4.3 System Algorithm of Calling GOOGLE API 

Imports Google.API.Search 

Public Class frmSearch 

 
Dim htmlContent As String = "" 

        WebBrowser1.Navigate("about:blank") 

        WebBrowser1.Document.Write("") 
        htmlContent = _ 

        "<head><meta http-equiv='Content-Type' content='text/html; charset=utf-

8'></head>" & _ 

        "<body>" & _ 
        "<table width=60% dir=ltr>" & _ 

        "<tr><td style='font-weight:bold;text-align:Left;Font-

size:16pt;'>Result Of : " & txtData.Text.Trim & "</td></tr>" 
        Dim htmlMenuContent As String = "" 

        Dim priorK As DataTable 

        priorK = SearchRecordBySQL("SELECT * FROM priorKnowledge WHERE userID=" 
& userIDOf) 

        Dim keyStr As String 

        Dim AllkeyStr As String = "" 

        If priorK.Rows.Count > 0 Then 
            Dim i, j As Integer 

            Dim VarprioKnoledge As String = "" 

            Dim keys() As String 
 

            For i = 0 To priorK.Rows.Count - 1 

                keys = 
priorK.Rows(i).Item("KnowledgeKeyWords").ToString.Split(";") 

                keyStr = "" 

                For j = 0 To keys.Length - 1 
                    keyStr = keyStr & keys(j) & "+" 

                Next 

 

                AllkeyStr = AllkeyStr & "+" & 
priorK.Rows(i).Item("KnowldegeField") 

                If keyStr.Length > 1 Then 

                    AllkeyStr = AllkeyStr & "+" & keyStr.Substring(0, 
keyStr.Length - 1) & " OR " 

                End If 

            Next 
            If AllkeyStr.Length > 0 Then 

                AllkeyStr = AllkeyStr.Substring(0, AllkeyStr.Length - 3) 

            End If 

            MsgBox(AllkeyStr) 
        End If 

        Try 

            Dim client As New GwebSearchClient("http://www.google.jo") 
 

            Dim results As IList(Of IWebResult) = 

client.Search(txtData.Text.Trim & " " & AllkeyStr, 1000) 
            For Each result As IWebResult In results 

                htmlMenuContent = htmlMenuContent & _ 

                "<tr><td style='text-align:left;Color:#00f;font-size:12pt;font-
weight:bold'><a href='" & result.Url & "'>" & result.Title & "</a></td></tr>" & 

_ 

                "<tr><td style='text-align:left;Color:#0f0;font-size:10pt;'>" & 

result.Url & "</td></tr>" & _ 
                "<tr><td style='text-align:left;Color:#000;font-size:11pt;'>" & 

result.Content & "</td></tr>" & _ 
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                "<tr><td style='text-align:left'>&nbsp;</td></tr>" 

            Next 

            htmlContent = htmlContent & htmlMenuContent & _ 

            "<td style='font-weight:bold;text-align:right'>&nbsp;</td></tr>" & 
_ 

            "</table></body>" 

            WebBrowser1.DocumentText = htmlContent 
        Catch ex As Exception 

            WebBrowser1.DocumentText = "<h1>Cannot Connect To The 

Internet</h1>" 
        End Try 

    End Sub 

 

3.2.4.4 System Algorithm of Calling YAHOO.COM 

Dim htmlContent As String = "" 

        WebBrowser1.Navigate("about:blank") 

        WebBrowser1.Document.Write("") 

        htmlContent = _ 
        "<head><meta http-equiv='Content-Type' content='text/html; charset=utf-

8'></head>" & _ 

        "<body>" & _ 
        "<table width=60% dir=ltr>" & _ 

        "<tr><td style='font-weight:bold;text-align:Left;Font-

size:16pt;'>Result Of : " & txtData.Text.Trim & "</td></tr>" 
        Dim htmlMenuContent As String = "" 

        Dim priorK As DataTable 

        priorK = SearchRecordBySQL("SELECT * FROM priorKnowledge WHERE userID=" 
& userIDOf) 

        Dim keyStr As String 

        Dim AllkeyStr As String = "" 

        If priorK.Rows.Count > 0 Then 
            Dim i, j As Integer 

            Dim VarprioKnoledge As String = "" 

            Dim keys() As String 
 

            For i = 0 To priorK.Rows.Count - 1 

                keys = 
priorK.Rows(i).Item("KnowledgeKeyWords").ToString.Split(";") 

                keyStr = "" 

                For j = 0 To keys.Length - 1 

                    keyStr = keyStr & keys(j) & "+" 
                Next 

 

                AllkeyStr = AllkeyStr & "+" & 
priorK.Rows(i).Item("KnowldegeField") 

                If keyStr.Length > 1 Then 

                    AllkeyStr = AllkeyStr & "+" & keyStr.Substring(0, 
keyStr.Length - 1) & " OR " 

                End If 

            Next 
            If AllkeyStr.Length > 0 Then 

                AllkeyStr = AllkeyStr.Substring(0, AllkeyStr.Length - 3) 

            End If 

            '            MsgBox(AllkeyStr) 
        End If 

        Try 
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MsgBox("http://search.yahoo.com/search?p=" & txtData.Text.Trim & " " & 

AllkeyStr & "&fr=yfp-t-721") 

            WebBrowser1.Navigate("http://search.yahoo.com/search?p=" & 

txtData.Text.Trim & " " & AllkeyStr & "&fr=yfp-t-721") 
 

        Catch ex As Exception 

            WebBrowser1.DocumentText = "<h1>Cannot Connect To The 
Internet</h1>" 

        End Try 

    End Sub 
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Chapter Four  

4                                Testing and Validation 

 In this section we will display how the system takes input then retrieve 

information depend on the input keyword or keywords. The test represented by level 

each one depend on the required rule. 

4.1 Test 1 : User enters one PK without any keyword 

 The procedure of this level start when users enter a keyword from his/her 

mind, just one keyword, connected with PK then inference context forward to SE to 

retrieve related information browsing on user interface. The following figures 4.1,4.2 

and 4.3 preview IR result of this level depend on UP respectively. 

 

Figure (4.1) Results of Test1 Depend on GOOGLE API 

User entered 
keyword (Principles) 
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Figure (4.2) Results of Test1 depend on YAHOO.com 

Figure (4.3) User Profile for Test1 

User area of interest 
(Marketing) 
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 From the previous test user area of interest is Marketing and the keyword 

entered is principles, so the user searching about any principles related with marketing 

domain. All links appear in web browsers such that GOOGLE or YAHOO related to 

user request, the first five links display below respectively. 

a. Links by GOOGLE (first five from 60 related links) 

[1] Marketing - SlideShare 

http://www.slideshare.net/duongtit/marketing-1277880 Principles Of Marketing 

1693 views Like. Marketing presentation 965 views Like. Pricing 4644 views 

Like. Pricing product-pricing-strategies 2601 views Like. 

[2] Old Mutual | Interim Results 2012 

http://financials.oldmutual.com/V2/results.jsp?result_id=12419&cat_id=12524 

Market Consistent Embedded Value ... prepared in accordance with the 

recognition and measurement principles of International Financial Reporting 

Standards.  

[3] Charlotte Samso - Danmark | LinkedIn 

http://dk.linkedin.com/pub/charlotte-sams%C3%B8/0/986/590 Preparation of 

marketing materials for markets, incl.: principle design, key visuals, selling-in 

materials, etc. Tactical responsibilities for products for launch 
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[4] Excellent lab our market in Switzerland.-ST Galen Bodensee Area 

http://www.sgba.ch/en/Business-Environment/Job-Market has an open, cross-

border labor market and is attractive to workers from all over ... Switzerland's 

social security system is based the principles of solidarity. 

[5] Impacts and Implementation of the Basel Accords - Scholarship ... 

http://scholarship.claremont.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1315&context=cmc_

theses ,Apr 23, 2012 ... precondition for the core principles and Basel Accords. 

Market discipline refers to various aspects of financial markets such as the 

following: the 

b. Links by YAHOO.COM 

[1] Online TDM Encyclopedia - Market Principles 

www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm60.htm   Cached Preface. A skilled dancer or athlete moves 

gracefully with minimal wasted effort: actions are anticipated, weight is shifted, 

muscles tension and relax, directing ... 

[2] The Principles of the Free Market 

www.freemarketmonument.org   Cached Principles of the Free Market (Draft 

Version) English 中文 EspaÃ±ol ا������ Other Languages. 1) Individual Rights: 

"We are each created with equal ... 

[3] What are the basic principles of a free market 

wiki.answers.com/Q/...the_basic_principles_of_a_free_market   Cached The 

Free Market Monument Foundation has done extensive research on what 

principles are most commonly associated with free market economics. Individual 

Rights. The ... 

[4]Free market - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_market   Cached:Economic 

systems|Concepts|Criticisms|See also The laissez-faire principle expresses a 

preference for an absence of non- market pressures on prices and wages, such as 

those from government taxes, ... 
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[5] Basic Stock Market Principles | eHow - eHow | How to Videos ... 

www.ehow.com/info_7737357_basic-stock-market-principles.html   Cached:  

Every work day in the global marketplace, scores of financially savvy strangers 

meet to bid up or down the equity shares and bonds of publicly-listed companies .. 

4.2 Test 2 : User enters one PK with one keyword Related to PK 

 In this level user has been entered PK and one keyword describe his/her area 

of interest, figure 4.4, 4.7 and 4.8 showing the result and UP for this level. 

 

Figure (4.4) Results of Test2 Depend on GOOGLE API 

  

 

User enter (dr.laith 
alrubaiee) as a 

search keyword 
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Figure (4.5) Results of Test2 Depend on YAHOO.COM 

Figure (4.6) User Profile for Test2 

User PK : Marketing 

Keyword related with 
PK 
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 From the previous test user PK is marketing and the specific topic which user 

need is concepts in marketing, each link appear depend on GOOGLE API or 

YAHOO.COM , talking about concepts in marketing. 

4.3 Test 3 : User enters one PK with more than one keyword 

 In this level user have one PK but with more than one keyword, so the system 

will be depend on intersection rule, figure 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 display the results and UP 

for this test level. 

 

Figure (4.7) Results of Test 3 Depend on GOOGLE API 

User enter (dr.laith 
alrubaiee) as a search 

keyword 
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Figure (4.8) Results of Test 3 Depend on YAHOO.COM 

 

Figure (4.9) User Profile for Test 3 

User PK : 
Marketing 

User Keywords : 
Concepts and 

Rules 
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 From the previous test we can see when the user entered ('Dr. Laith 

Alrubaiee') in the search text box in Test 2, the system retrieves different information 

when the user uses the same searching keyword in Test 3. 

4.4 Test 4 : User enters two PK with more than keywords related 

with each PK 

 In this level user have many PK and many Keywords, figures 4.10, 4.11 and 

4.12 show the results for this level. 

 

Figure (4.10) Result of Test 4 Depend on GOOGLE API 
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Figure (4.11) Results of Test 4 Depend on YAHOO.COM 

 

Figure (4.12) User profile for Test 4 

User have two PK 
: Marketing and 

Sport 
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4.5 Questioner Statistical Analysis 

 We review the questions and the results that we have obtained from the 

distribution of the questionnaire by using Bar Graph. 

� Question No.1: Using Internet for fun, knowledge or both? 

0

20

40

60

80

100

Result of Q1 2 0 98

use for fun use for knowledge both

 

Bar Graph (4.1) Results of Question No.1 

� Question No.2: Do you use Search Engines sometimes, always or use special 
web sites? 

0
20
40
60
80

100

Result of Q2 0 100 0

use SE sometimes use SE always use special web sites

 

Bar Graph (4.2) Results of Question No.2 

� Question No.3: The level of knowledge of search techniques? 

0

20

40

60

80

100

Result of Q3 71 24 5

naive user casual user professional user

 Bar Graph (4.3) Results of Question No.3 
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� Question No.4: Do you know the Boolean operators (+, OR , -) and how using 
it for retrieves useful information from WWW? 

0

20

40

60

80

100

Result of Q5 93 7

Yes No

 

Bar Graph (4.4) Results of Question NO.4 

� Question No.5 : Do you want to use an application that retrieving information 

from the WWW based just on areas of interest? 

0

20

40

60

80

100

Result of Q4 96 4

Yes No

Bar Graph (4.5) Results of Question No.5 
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4.6 Summary 

 The proposed system doesn't represent any manipulation on Search Engines 

approaches for IR technology but represent the facility approach for naive WWW 

users to achieve their needed information with low effort. So the comparison below 

not for comparing this system with any Search Engine available now but for 

explaining the advantages of the proposed approach briefly in the next table. 

Table (4.1) Advantages of using the proposed system 

Properties 

Using The Proposed 

System 

Using Search Engines 

Directly 

Number of Keywords 

Entered in Search Text 

Box 

One keyword achieve the 

target 

More than one keyword to 

achieve the target 

Number of Links 

Appears 

Few  Many 

Speed of IR Similar Similar 

 

From the previous testing and validation level (Test 4.1 to Test 4.2) we will conclude 

the following points : 

1. Any user can be interesting with the proposed system facility after building 

their own profile. 

2. The proposed rules learning user what the meaning of strong context and what 

is the importance of useful context for retrieving useful information related to 

user areas of interest. 

3. The proposed system learning user how SE work. 
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Chapter Five 

5 Conclusion and Future Works 

5.1 Conclusion 

In this thesis can conclude the following: 

1. Information Retrieval Technology (IRT) based on two factors there are 

the Keyword and IR approach. Information Retrieval Systems (IRSs) 

used for retrieving online information (from WWW) and from static DB. 

2. The proposed system is called Knowledge Based System (KBS) and 

uses one of knowledge representation approaches which is the Rule Base 

approach. 

3. The best technique for connecting different user's areas of interest by 

using Boolean operators adding to the system as a set of rules. 

4. Using Application Programming Interface (API) retrieves more related 

information. 

5. The developed System, Knowledge-based system, can be used by the 

searching engines as facility available. 

5.2 Future Works 

  There are many points for future works from the developed knowledge-based 

system to improve search technique and IR technology to collect better related results, 

such as: 
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1. Use API for all most popular search engines for collecting better results.  

2. Build UP based on the most widely used approaches helps to reflect the user 

areas of interest. 

3.  Enhancing the user interface by adding more functions make search results 

ease to use directly, such that survey results in (PDF extension , DOC 

extension , PPT extension  , ...etc.) without needing to write extension type by 

user, just selected from icon appear on the user interface. 
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Appendix 

� Appendix (A) 

a. (English Questioner Form) 

 

Middle East University  

Faculty of Information Technology  

Department of Computer Science  

  

Mr., Mrs. 

The researcher conducted a study entitled " Design and Implementation 

of Knowledge-Based System for Text Retrieval Based on Context and 

User's Prior Knowledge" and as one of the requirements for obtaining a 

master's degree in computer science from the Middle East University, and 

under the supervisor Dr. Hussein H. Owaied, to accomplish this task, 

please fill out this questionnaire accurately and objectively note that the 

information will be confidential for the purposes of scientific research. 

Yours sincerely... 

 

  

Researcher 

Ghaith Alkubaisi 

Middle East University 
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• Part 1 

� Personal Data 

Faculty: 

Course : 

Areas of Interest: 

Age: 

• Part 2 

Please put (X) mark front the appropriate answer 

� Question 1 : Using Internet for fun, knowledge or both 

Answer The Phrase 

 Using for fun 

 Using for knowledge 

 Using for fun and Knowledge 

 

� Question 2 : Do you use Search Engines 

Answer The Phrase 

 Using search engines sometimes 

 Using search engines always 

 Using special web sites 

 

� Question 3 : The level of knowledge of search techniques 

Answer The Phrase 

 Naive User 

 Casual User 

 Professional User 
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� Question 4 : Do you know the Boolean operators (+, OR , -) and 
how using it for retrieves useful information from WWW 

Answer The Phrase 

 Level of knowledge nil 

 Level of knowledge weak 

 Level of knowledge average 

 Level of knowledge advance 

 

� Question 5 : Do you want to use an application that retrieving 
information from the WWW based just on areas of interest 

Answer The Phrase 

 Want 

 Want strongly 

 Don't want 

 Don't want strongly 

 

• Thank you, please indicate any aspirations or appropriate any 
comments you wish on the subject. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................ 

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................ 

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................ 

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................
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b. ( Arabic Questioner Form) 

 

Iق ا3و��Vم�� ا���  

  آ��� 	�1+�+��� ا����+م�ت

  M%� ا���A+ب

 (Nا�%�# ا��� ,��Nا�%�#ة ا���  

�7�� وب�# ��A	...  

Zح@ ب����� و	" ��اء درا�� ب��+ان ی&+م ا�	������� ��� ا������ �����3ع ا� ���م م � 

+ل ��� , "  ا��  وا������ ا��%�&� ���%�$#مب������د ��� ���قAت ا����Uح# م�Zوذ�; آ

Iق ا3و��Vب م: ��م�� ا�+��Aا� ��� �G ا�Fاف ا�#آ�+ر ح%�: و	A, در�� ا����%��� �

  .�+ی#ه�دي 

��b ه�- ا��3���� ب#�M وم+N+��� ���ً� بZن ا����+م�ت بی��� ا���1م , (����6ز ه�- ا��jو��

  .اض ا��A@ ا�������&#م ب%�ی� و�*�

  ,,,و	�]�+ا ب&�+ل ��JO ا3ح��ام

  

  

 

  

  

 

  ا���ح@

�%���#ا�%��ر ا�1� @�*  

Iق ا3و��Vم�� ا��� 
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  ا�&%� ا3ول •

�  �����  ا������ت ا�

  :ا	خ���ص 

  :ا���! � 

  :�$�	ت ا	ه���م 

  :ا���� 

• ���Hا� �ا�&% 

  ا��م ا	ج��� ا��/����) X(ی�ج* و)' &%�� 

 �$�ل ا���6ا�5 �3����4: ا�12ال ا	ول  �

  ا	ج���  ا����رة

     � ����ت6��2م ا	����3

    ت6��2م ا	����3 � ��;ل & * ���:�

    ت6��2م ا	����3 � ���� و� ��;ل & * ���:�

  

  ه? ت6��2م ���آ�ت ا���= &�� ا	����3: ا�12ال ا�>���  �

  ا	ج���  ا����رة

    ت6��2م ���آ�ت ا���= ا!����

    ت6��2م ���آ�ت ا���= دا@��

    ت6��2م �;اC' خ�ص� 

 

  ��2;ى ���:�E�� 5/��ت ا���= وا���ج�ع ا��� ;��ت &�� ا	����3: ال ا�>��= ا�12 �

  ا	ج���  ا����رة

    ��2;ى ���6أ

    ��2;ى ��6Eم

    ��2;ى ����ف
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ا��OR,NOT,AND ( ��6��2(ه? ت��ف ا��� ��ت ا��/��EH : ا�12ال ا��ا�'  �
 	���ج�ع ا��� ;��ت ا��/���� �I ا	����3

  ا	ج���  ا����رة

    ;ى ا����:� ��6وم��2

J��( �:����2;ى ا��    

K�;2�� �:����2;ى ا��    

    ��2;ى ا����:� ��6Eم

  

�  Lا�12ال ا���� : I� ی��? & * ا���ج�ع ا��� ;��ت M��H6ام ت���N� OPه? ت�
KE: 5���ت اه�	�$� I�( 3����	ا  

  ا	ج���  ا����رة

�6ة� OPار    

OPار    

OPار 	    

�6ة� OPار 	    

  

• ا��ج�ء ���ن اي تH ��ت او اي �%!�Uت �/���� ت��P;ن ��S !;ل , R ش�ا �
 .ا��;);ع 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................ 

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................
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� Appendix (B) 

 

• ����� ا��3�1Aا���ء م 

  ��م�� ا��Vق ا3و�I  ح%�: �+ی# ا�V��ي. د

  ��م�� ���ن ا���ب��   ا�A��م� ح%�:د �8ء.ا

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 


